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THE INVESTIGATION OF THE FORM
AND OONTENT OJ THE GERMAN H~RSPIEL
fhe German H8rsplel 1 1s an art-form whioh we in
Amerioa may not recognize.

Oommercialism in our radio

system doesn't allow this type of art to prosper,
tor as far &s plays are conoerned, the only type
that sponsors are able to "sell" to the majority of
the public is the "soap opera".

The average Amerioan

tends to be too restless or bUsy to sit dawn and
concentrate en a play he can only hear, especially
when he oould see and hear one on television.

Those

who would welcome and support a higher level radio
play are obviously not enough in number to warrant the
produotion of many such plays.
In Germany, however, and in several other oountries,
the system is qUite different.

German radio is

sponsored by the government, and therefore the public
isn't catered to as it is here.

It isn't that the

Germans don't have soap operas to wh10h to listen,
for they certainly do.

But beoause of the government

sponsorship the rule of the ma30rity doesn't apply;
there 1s something for all tastes.

2

Television isn't as wide-spread there as it is
here. and for this reason. too, the radio is listened
to more.

But the success of the HOrspiel doesn't

depend completely upon whether or not people listen
to the radio, but rather on the worth of the
itself.

~rspiel

Just what that worth is will be investigated

in the following pages.
But first the facts about the H6rspiel must be
considered.

Let us begin with its history.
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CHAPTER I. HISTORY OF raE HORSPIEL
1923 - 1933
The history of the H8rspiel began in London on
January 15, 1924, With the broadcast of a play

called A Oomedy of Danger.

This play, written and

produced by Richard Hughes, is a story of Panic
oaused among yorkers in a mine where all light is
suddenly extinguished.

Hughes let the.play be

performed in the dark, and in this way he used a
oharaoteristic of the H6rspiel as an actual part of
the play.

The listener is in darkness, for he cannot

Bee what 1s happening, and th1.s "blindness" has
beoome a dominating factor 1n the eXistenoe of the
~6rspiel.

The effeotiveness of a drama produoed

on stage is greater if the script is not easily
adapted for the radio; conversely, a radio play 1s
more effective if it 1s written exolusively for that
medium.

Darkness 1s one charaoteristic of the Horspiel

that aids this distinction.

Ernst Schnabel, both a

writer and critic of H8rspiele, has the following to
say about P1nsternls (darkness).
Es herrscht Finsternis 1n dlesen H8rspielen.
venn der llkurzsohluss", der ale herbeitUhrt,
nun auch von Anfang an vorausgesetzt und dem
Publlkum nlcht mehr vorexerziert wird.
Auaserhalb der Pinstern1s vgre kelne dleser
Geschichten mMgllch und natlg. 2
Hughes had realized a concept that became a basis
for the Horspiel as an art-form: namely, there is
an advantage in the very faot that the listener oan

only hear and not see the play.
It wasn't long before the Germans began to follow
Hughes's example.

The first German Horspiel to be

broadoast was sent over a Berlin station on July 21, 1925.
It was entitled Spuk and written by Rolf Gunold.
(Other Horspiel texts have been found that were
written before Spuk, but there 1s no evidence to prove
that they were ever broadoast. 3 )

The worth of this

play would be difficult to determine, because the
script remains neither in print nor on tape. 4
In tact, there are not many

~rsplele

remaining

from these earlier years that are still obtainable.
Although

se~eral

have been recovered, many tapes and

scripts were destroyed by bombings during the war,

5

Moreover, it is not likely that there would be an
overvhe~ng

number worth reoovering, tor not until

1929 did a8rspiele make a breakthrough into real
literary value,5 and within five or six years all
progress was squelohed because ot the infiltration
of Nazi propaganda.
However, it would be profitable to consider
those few which provided a basis tor future endeavors.
In 1929 Walter Erioh Sch.!ter IS Malmgreen
established one type ot

~rsplel

known as the feature.

This 1s the designation given to a HOrsplel which 1s
based upon an actual event.

The event in this case

was the unfortunate fate of an Italian airship that

attempted a polar expeditlon. 6

Schaterls hero, Dr.

Malmgreen, died 1n an attempt to save the rest ot
the stranded men.

Although the story was partially

based on faot, its value lles not in the theme ot
danger and suspense, but rather 1n the skillful
portrayal of human heroism.
Instead ot feeling bound to the

l~tatlons

of the radio, Hermann Kasack realized, as Schafer
did, the value of the new field of exploration
that the medium introduced.

One of the H8rsplele

6

Kasack wrote is entitled Ballwechsel (1930).

This

play has an exceedingly olever approach that
distinguishes it as a play that can only be effective
on radio.

The story is

o~

a tennis match. and the

contenders' thoughts by "a new invention" are made
known to all observers.

fhe Bound

o~

the ball being

hit back and forth gives a rhythm to the lines that
makes them similar to verse.

This H6rspiel, in

making use of "inner monologue"--the thoughts ot a
person in spoken form--. was one

o~

the first to

instigate an idea found in many modern HOrsp1ele.
Herman Kesser's Schwester Henriette (1929) is
entirely 1n the inner monologue form.

This form

has appeal because it exposes appearance and reality
simultaneously.

That ls, we as listeners. by knowing

both what is happening and what the speaker is
actually thi n k1ng. are not deluded by the former.
Because this appearance versus reality theme can be
developed in many different ways, it is never eXhausted.
Die Lust des Darstellers und der Relz seines
Spiels liegen in dieBer autregenden Relbung
zwischen Aussen und Innen, Zwischen
Interpretation und Reallt«t, bel heutlgen
StHcken des Inneren Houologs • • • genauso
vie bel den damallgen. 1
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Two other Harsp1ele that should be mentioned
are Ernst Johannsen's Br1gadevermittlung (1929) and
Ed. uard Re inacher t s Der Nan m1 t

der Hacke ( 1930) •

the former made a deep impression upon the rest of
the world as well as upon the Germans.
Relnacher ' s Horsp1el 1s about a monk who spends
his life chopping a passage through a mountain with

a hatchet in order that the people of an isolated
Village waf have access to other places.

When he is

about to break through the last pieoe of granite,
the avenger of a murder that the monk had committed
oatohes up to him.

But the avenger waits for him

to finish hi s task, and the monk 1s then ready to
die.

The constant sound of the hatchet symbolizes

the mo~fs "inner Kampf n8 --hiS struggle to resolve
the con.fllct Wi thin him and thereby to overcome his
bloody deed.

This theme of inner conflict constitutes

a great part of many modern

~rsplele

and has

espeoially ripened in the works of the most
significant H8rsplel author, GUnter Eich.

8

1933 - 1945

The progress that the agrsplel was mak1ng came
to an abrupt halt when Hitler came into power.

Radio

officials were arrested,9 and the Nazis took over the
control of all broadcasting.
to propaganda.
were recognized.

Art was forced to bow

Only a few H8rspiele

One

o~

ot lasting value

them, Verwehte Spuren (1935)

by Hans Rothe,is still published today, as is also

Bertolt Breoht' B Das VerhOr des LUkullus (1940).

The

latter deals pointedly with the Day of Judgment for a

war hero.

(He was damned.)

It was written dur1.n.g the

time when Brecht was forced to live outside of Germany.
Naturally his plays were stifled under the Nazi regime,
but today they survive as remnants of a period that
vas otherwise almost dead to art.
1 945 TO THE PRESEBT

The end of the war and of the dictatorship
meant freedom in the production of Harsplele.

However,

that radio was no longer under the censorship of the
Nazi regime was not the only reason for the rebirth
of the HBrspiel.

More important was the fact that

9

Germany was in a state of cUltural!21.

The desire

for self-expression, the ideas, and the emotions of
the German people had been suppressed by twelve
years of terror.

Therefore, the cultural hunger

that resulted from these twelve years caused an
explosive return to literature and the fine arts.
The art of

~6rsplel

writing had an ideal situation in

which to expand, and it took advantage of it.
Also advantageous for the Hbrspiel was the fact
that radio had not yet been overshadowed by television,
and therefore it was very instrumental in this process
of cultural restoration.

The HOrspiel proved to be an

excellent means for the expression of post-war literary
themes.

For the Hflrspiel is a personal form of art.

That ls, the listener can not be totally objectlve
to what he hears, because his imagination is by
necessity the substitute for his eyes.
imagination actually plays a role in the

His
H~rBplel.

Therefore, he listens subjectively; he identifies
With the characters and the situation of the play.
Every German deeply felt the effects of the war,
and the Harspiele that expressed these effects were
the most SUbjectively received.

10

In fact, the best illustration of this type

o~

HOrspiel was the one that marked the rebirth-of the
literary Horsplel.
and was written by

It is called Draussen vor der
Wo~gang

Borchert.

TUx

This Horspiel is

exceedingly effective in expressing how much was
destroyed by the war.

Standards of morality were

very low; spiritual llfe was dead.

The soldier who

returned home, as Beckmann in Borchert's B8rspieI,
found nothing that had been there in pre-war days.
Homes had been destroyed, families were dead, and
wives were unfalth.ful.

There was notb1 ng to give one

help or strength, and the result was Verzwe1flung--total
despair.

Borchert felt this himself and produced a

work of art that bas stirred the hearts of millions
of people.
fhere have been many 11terary themes that
reflect war experiences.

One, of course, concerned

the terror that had ruled the people.

The inner

conflict of a humanitarian who 1s forced to live
according to war-time rules 1s skillfUlly depicted
by Heinrich

~ll

in Klopfzelchen.

Leopold Ahlsen's

Philemon und BaWds 1s a portrayal of a heroio

11

elderly man and his wife who die together beoause
they refuse to betray their prinoiples for

th~

sake

of war.
Another oommon post-war theme is the perseoution
of the Jewish people.

Ahasver by Walter Jens and

Die Verschlossene TUX by Fred von Hoersche1mann are
excellent examples.
Some authors were inspired to write about other
wars or other places that vere affeoted by World

War II.

Wolfgang H11desheimer in his Das Opfer

Helena recreates the Paris--Helen relationship
which started the Trojan War.

This HBrsp1el is one

of the few humorous H6rsp1ele written by German
authors.
Far from humorous, however, are those H8rspiele
whioh depict the horror and destruction caused by
the

ato~c

bonb.

Hiroshima by Oskar Wessel is not

an account of what happened August 6, 1945, but
rather a symbolic portrayal of the results: all
that was left was a "shadow".

The second target of

the atomic bomb, Nagasaki, is the basis tor Wolfgang
Weyrauch's Die Japanischen Fischer.

The oharacters

in this play are fishermen like many people in
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Nagasaki.

Suddenly the water, the fish, and they

themselves are contaminated by radioactive fallout.
They cannot live unless they can fish, and yet they
can not fish.

Hopelessness, bitterness, yet stubborn

determination--these are the things Weyrauch
artistically portrays in this H8rsplel.
There are many HBrspiel themes which were instigated
by

the war but are not about the war.

of

~rsplele

Germans.

are based on the psychology of post-war

Others are satirical, such as those by

Dttrrenmatt.
values.

A great number

Still others analyze moral and spiritual

The war qUite naturally made people wonder

"how it all began", and therefore the general concept
of guilt is an important element in post-war literature.
Two excellent examples are Zeit der SchuldloBen and
Zeit der Schuldigen by Siegfried Lenz.

These two

H6rsplele, related yet each an artistic entity, show
how vague the dividing line between guilt and
innocence is.

Dfirrenmatt is also skillful in this

respect.
The idea of Weltverantwortlichkelt--the feeling
of responsibility for what happens in the world--also
became prevalent in many HBrspiele.

Ganter Eiohls
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Trlume advises the reader to stand firm against the
ways of the world, not to be caught up in its every

Hein, schlaft nicht, wahrend die Ordner der
Welt geschAftigt sindl
Seid misstrau18ch gegen ihre Macht, die sie
vorgeben fUr euoh erwerben zu mUss en!
W'acht darnber, daBS eure Herzen nioht leer
sind, wenn m.1 t der Leere eure Herzen
gerechnet wirdf
Tut das Unnutze, singt die Lieder, die man
aus eurem Mund nicht erwartetJ
Seid unbequem, seid sand, nicht das ~l 1m
Getr1ebe der Weltl 1 Q
HOrspiel authors haven't confined themselves
to topics about war or to those that resulted from
it; they have probed into various other areas.
Many different si;yles of writing and types of

H8rspiele have been developed.

There are several

literary prizes offered for outstanding HBrspiele
each year, a recognition which speaks for

ltse~.

In the schools professors are teaching oourses on

the

H~rspiel.

This progress has all been made in

less than twenty years.

Now television and the film

industry are strong competitors, but the H8rspiel
won't disappear for the necessary techniques of the

14

HBrspiel and the possibilities of these techniques
combine to form plays which can only be produced
effectively on the radio.

We shall see these plays

categorized in a later chapter.

15

ORAPTER II. MEANS OF EXPRESSION

THE WORD

The word 1s the most dominant element in the
HOrsplel.
s~lar

The HDrsp1el and printed matter are

1n this respect, but the

advantage of sound.

~6rsp1el

has the

A word that 1s only seen 1s

lifeless compared to one that is heard.

A large

part ot its meaning 1s derived from the tone with
which it is said.
There are four functions of the word: as
the embodiment of sound, as denotation, in the
creation of images, and as an aocessory for effect. 11
A HBrspiel is heard according to how much emphasis

is put on each of these aspects.
We have already mentioned the necessity of
being concise in H8rsplel writing.

Beoause of this,

an author has to choose each word carefully.

Also,

a H!!rsplel, to be successful. can never be "stuffed ,.
with explanatory material.

Of course. sometimes

such material is necessary and, in many cases,

16

highly suitable.

But words that are voiced solely

for the sake of information laok artistic quality.12
They should carry overtones which are interpretive
or which stimulate the listener's imagination.

This

is the artistic element in the HBrspiel.
Since GUnter Elch is noted for his

sklll~

use of words, a selection from one of his Horsplele
should be a good example of this artistic element.
The following passage is the beginning of his

Die Madchen

SUB

Vlterbo:

GABRIELE: W'ach auf I Vlach a at' 1
GOLDSClIKIDT (erwaohend): Ja? Gabri ele?
GABRIELE (flUs ternd ) : Schri t,t e au! der Trepp e I
GOLDSOHMIDT: Sohr! t te ?
_ (Sie.horohen)

GOLDSCHMIDT: Niohts. Es gehen viele Leute
. h1.na.uf und hinunter. Nieht fUr una.
GABRIELE:

leh dachte es mir.

GOLDSOHMIDT: Und
GABRIELE: .. Es ist
Deine Worte,
GOLDSOHMIDT: Ja,

hast mich trotzdem geweckt.
besser, venn man wach 1st.
Grossvater.
as 1st besser. 13

This dialogue is much mare effective and artistic
that it would be if the young girl and her grandfather
had simply made tactual statements about their
situation.

The listener can feel the tension that

exists ill. the lives of these two characters;
obviously their discovery would be dangerous.

..
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Moreover, through these few words the listener has
insight into the two personalities: the imagination
and £ear of a child opposed to the resignation and
maturity of a tired man.
Sometimes information is given by a narrator.
He may be outside the story or a character within
the play.

However, narration can also spoil the

artistic quality of a Harspiel if it is strictly
information.

Like any other component of a

~rspiel,

it must blend With the other parts to form an artistic
entity.

Again, GUnter Etch shows his mastery of

words in this respect.

The beginning of his

~

Tiger Jussu! is a narrative speeoh by the tiger.

It

immediately arouses the listener's curiosity and
establishes the strange atmosphere in which the
dramatic action takes place.

JUSSUF: Ieh mochte mieh vorstellen, Horer,
aber wer bin ieh? lch ~nnte nicht e1nmal
sagen, dass dle Stimme, die du vernimmst,
mit Sicherhelt die meine sel.
Einiges spricht datUr, daBS ioh ein Tiger
bin, genauer gesagt, der Zirkustiger JUBsuf.
Aber nicht nur dir, auch mir kommt es
merkwttrdlg vor, daBS ein Tiger in menschllcher
Sprache 8011 reden kennen. Nein, es 1st ohue
Zweifel so, dass auch viele andere Stimmen,

18

die du haren wlrst, die meinen sind; und
daraus sch11esse ich, dass es nlcht mit
Slcherheit feststeht, wer loh bin • • • • 14
Because the tiger i8 a leading character in the
playas well as the narrator. his words have an
emotive quality that puts him in a personal
relationship with the listener.

Oontrary to someone

who is reading the words. a listener is more
subjectively involved With the characters because
he is being spoken to.

It is this personal aspect

which constitutes the magic of speech in the
Horspiel.

VOICES
A person's character is often interpreted-
sometimes unjustly--through the sound

o~

his voice.

There are certain unavoidable associations between
personality and voice, and a producer is confronted
with these associations when he selects the
performers of the play.

The voice of a very skillful

actor may not be suitable for a HBrspiel role.
One criterion for the selection of actors
~th

respect to their voices 1s contrast.

If a

dialogue 1s composed of two entirely different

19

voices, not only will the Bcene be clearer for the
listener, but also the oontrast may be parallel
to oonfliots

~th1n

between characters.

the play--in the plot or
Furthermore, a deep, strong

voice may overrule a timid, thin voice and in
this way represent the dominant figure of the play.
Similarity of voices also may serve a purpose.
One voice may "eoholl another and thereby rein.force
what the other says.

In Weyrauoh's HBrsplele,

Die Japanisohen Fischer, for example, a similarity
between the voioes helps to g1ve the singularity
of effect for which eaoh Harspiel 1s written.
(See below.)
Many

~rspiel

critics Bet a flat maximum for

the number of voices that oan be distinguished at
one time.

Although there 1s a l1.m1 t to how many

voioes can be singled out, perhaps four to siX,
this doesn't limit the number of voices that can
be heard in a
~rspiel

~orspiel.

For instance, if the

is a narrative type, there is almost no

limit to the number of Voices that can add
information to the story.
on the individual.

The focus here 1s not

However, in a oonversation that

20

reveals the personality of the charaoters, too many
voices would be confusing.

In other words, the

number of voices depends upon the function of each
one.

A

voice can be part of the dramatic action

or serve as a commentator.

It may be a background

support for a partioular situation.
Although the fact that voices oan only be
heard may seem like a limitation, it 1s not.

In

fact, there are many opportunities made possible

tor a H8rsplel author.

One which we mentioned

earlier is the !linner monologue".

A person's thoughts

can not be portrayed on stage without a great deal
of difficulty.

Also, many things in a HOrspiel can

be given voioe that canlt be in a drama for the
stage.

Animals, elements of nature, and inanimate

objects can all be made to talk.

There can be

symbolical voices and allegorical voices, voices
from another world, and inner voioes suoh as those

ot conscience, fear, or despair.
Telephone conversations have been components
of many H8rsplel plots.

The first H8rsplel to

incorporate this idea was Ernst Johannsen's

Brlgadever.m1ttlung.

The aotion of this play 1s

21

oentered on the information that passes through
a sWitchboard at army headquarters during the
war.
One of the best examples that shows the
potentialities of voices in H8rspiele 1s Peter
Birchets Die Seltsamste Liebesgeschichte der Welt.
There are only two oharacters in this play: "der
Mann n and "die Frau t f .

'lhese two people carry on

a conversation, but they are not together.

They

are in different places and different t1mes; their
thoughts speak to each other.

It 1s a play of the

fourth dimension. and it oan only be produced on
the radio.
Another aspect of the voice that 1s enhanoed
by radio production 1s rhythm.

An excellent

example of rhythm that is not only artistic in
itself but also aids the author's purpose 1s
Wolfgang Weyrauoh's Die Japanischen Fischer.

The

oharaoters are not emphasized as individuals; they
speak briefly and in rapid succession; and in this
way their voices blend to form a monologue that
varies in timbre.

The result of this rhythmic

monologue is a creation of one effect, which in

22

this case is a oomplaint against the power which
ruined the lives of these fishermen.

This BOrsplel

is but one example, for all of Weyrauoh's HOrspiele
have

this rhythmic driving force which drums a

particular effect into the mind of the listener.
Martin Walser, in an afterwnrd to a text of
Weyrauoh's EBrspiele, oal1s each one
"ein Balladen-Monolog, der von einer grossen

Handlung erzlhlt und gleichzeitig diese Handlung
selbst ist. n15

He continues with the following:

Alle Flguren seiner Horspiele sind St1mmen,
in die sioh Weyrauchs Monolog vervielfaltigt,
Bind letzten Endes Instrument a , duroh die
er seinen Monolog vortragen lasat, 81S
Glelchnis und Warnung odar als nage. f 6
MUSIO
The third ingredient in the presentation of
the H8rspiel is music.

We are familiar With the

use of background music in the moVies and in
teleVision programs.

We also recognize music as

being an integral part of many stage plays.
in the

~rspiel,

But

the musical element can be considered

in a different sense; the two forms of art, music and
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the Horspiel, are related, £or they are both only
heard and not seen.
There are several functions of music in the
Harspiel.

It may be at the very begi nn1 ng and

set the atmosphere for the opening scene.

At the

end it serves as a cadenoe to the dramatio action
and as a bridge "back to reality" for the listener.
Within the play it is often used for blends between
scenes or as a leitmotif.

Music 18 very important

to the rhythm of a HBrsplel, for it helps to accent
some parts and sustain others.

Sometimes the music

is even a

Armin P. Frank

II

volce" in the play.

points out an interesting example of this use of
music with an exerpt from Horman Oorwinfs
The Odyssey of Runyon Jones. 17 Runyon, who has lost
his little dog, asks questions of a harp ooncerning
the dogls Whereabouts.

The harp answers in various

tones that sound affirmative, negative, or indecisive.
Another example may be seen in Archibald

~~cLeish's

The Fall of the City in which trumpets and flutes
are "voices tl •
Because the words and the music in a H«rspiel
are only heard, the author and the producer must be
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mindful of the music they select.

The most important

thing to remember is to avoid music which distracts
from the words.

Max Wylie points out what he says

are three common errors that today are often found
in motion picutres but not in good radio plays: the
use of symphony orchestras, melodies, and familiar
themes. 18 The musical instruments have to be few
in number; otherwise the voices will lose their
significance.

If a melody or a familiar theme is

played, the listener will find himself following
the logio of the MUsic instead of that of the speech.
The music must be subordinate (unless, of oourse,
it is a voice itself).
But in its subordinate role the music is often
indispensable for maximum effect.

The author and

the producer have at their disposal the remarkable
acoomplishments of skillful instrumentalists.

There

1s practically no effect that can't be created

musically.

Our "electronic" music of today, for

instance, is perfeot for creating weird atmospheres,
espeoially in areas of psychology and soience
fiotion.

Max Wylie gives us an example of the

potential of modern instrumentation: a script that
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came into his office asked for "music which sounds
like an iceberg tl • The author got his wiSh. 19
Ingeborg Baahmann's Die Zikaden illustrates
the symbolic use of music.

The music represents

the singing of the cicadas whioh symbolize men who
are no longer men, for their distorted values
induced them to attempt escapes from the responsibility
of life, and theT reached the point of no return.

The

music 1s described by the narrator:
ERZ".lHLER: Be erklingt eine Musik, die
wir schon einmal geh~rt haben. Aber das
1st lange her. roh weiss nlcht, wann und
wo es war. Eine Musik ohne Melodie • • . •
Denk dir erhitzte. rasende Tttne. zu kurz
gestriahen aut den geepannten Saiten der
Luft. oder Laute, aus ausgetrookneten
Kehlen gestossen--Ja auch an einen nicht
mehr menschliohen, Wilden, frene~Osehen
Gesang mU8ste man denken • • • •

In Peter Hirche's Die Seltsamste Liebesgeschichte
der Welt we find another artistic use of musio.

two oharaoters

(~and ~)

at different times.

are in different places

The man and woman "tune each

other inti, so to speak. by means of music.

The

musio serves as the unifying element between the
two worlds.

The
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Music, then, 1s a very significant ingredient
in the make-up of the HWrspiel.

It is easily

overused and can be damaging to the dramatic action
if not controlled skillfully.

However, if it is

integrated with the words so as to give them greater
artistic quality, then it 1s one of the greatest
assets in the production of H6rsplele.
SOUND EFFECTS
Many people are under the impression that sound
effects are the care of good radio production.

In

the early days of radio, the perfection of Bound
effects was an end in itself; now they are considered,
as they Should be, to be a means for clarification
of the dramatic action in a play.

Yet even today

there are radio programs whioh present a deluge of
sound effects.

Not only does the person hearing

these programs become confused, but aleo the
significance of whatever else remains after the
sound effects are subtracted is lost.

Sound effects

are similar to music in the sense that too much
quantity reduces quality.

Max Wylie gives us a

basic rule for the use of sound: ttlf Sound does not
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clarify a piece of stage business; if Sound does not
emphasize or

~lx

a spoken line; if Sound does not

intensify atmosphere, it does not belong in the
script. 1121
Sound effects in a stage play don't require
the special attention given to those 1n a radio play,
for an onlooker oan usually grasp what is meant by the
Bound simply by watching the Character's reactions.

But in radio production

a sound has to be nearly

perfeot, or the listener will miss its significance.
When a sound is perfected and is confined within
the limits of the basic rule mentioned above, it is
very valuable indeed--and often necessary.
obVious use of Bound 1s

~or

The most

the clarification of

movement in a play: the slamming of doors, telephone
rings, crashes, and thumps--all of these explain
what 1s happening.

A less obvious use but a very

significant one is the symbolic use of sound.

For

instance, in Eduard Reinaoher's Dar Karr mit dar Hacke
the sound of the hatchet throughout the play symbolizes
the monk's inner Kampf--hlS struggle to overcome his
guilt.
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In Heinrich B8l1's Klopfzeichen the sound of
knocking, as the title implies, is the framework
for the play.

Sometimes the knocking is real,

sometimes 1maginative.

The opening speech of the

play shows the significanoe of the knocking:

MANN: Manohmal erwache ieh mitten in der
Haoht und warte auf die Klopfzeichen.
(Klopfen gegen die Wand: dreimal--sechsmal-
viermal--elnmal) Wenn die Zelchen nlcht
kommen, denke ich an die Nacht, in der sie
zum srsten mal ausblieben. Es war die
Nacht, in dar eie Julius durch den Flur
ffthrten, um ihn 1m Hof zu ersch1essen.
lab harte seinen Schrei, das dumpfe Trommeln
gegen die Zellent~en, unearen letzten
Gruss an ibn. (Sohrel; dumpiss Getrommel
gegen Metallt«ren, erst lelse, dann zu
einem Dr~hnen anschwellend) Julius starb
ohne Priester, ohne Sakra.mente und er hatte
as so heftig nach den Sakramenten verlangt. 22

In the f1rst dream of GUnter Etch's Traume
the rumbling of a slowly mOVing train underscores the
entire action.

At first this Bound creates the setting

for the play, but at the end the rumbling becomes
expressively symbolic.

It aocelerates and becomes

increasingly louder and in so doing builds the
dramatio tension almost to the breaking point:
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FRAU (flusternd, voll Entsetzen): W1r fahren
schneller.
URALTE:
Ja, wir fahren schneller.
(Pause)
(Das Rollen der Rider beschleunlgt
sioh etwas.)
URALTER: Was kann das bedeuten?
FRAU: Icn weiss nicht was, aber bestimmt
niohts Gutes.

...

Horchtl
(Pause)
(Das Rollen der Rider beschleunigt
sich weitar. )
URALTER (flusternd):
Es wird immer schneller.
FRAU: Ja, es wird 1mmer schneller.
(Das Rollen der R!der beschleunigt
slch und wird lauter.)
URALTER: leh glaube, es geachieht ein
_Ungll1ck. Hillt una denn nlemand '/
ENKEL: Wer?
(Das Zuggerausch Bchwillt zu h~chBter
Lautstarke an, entfernt sich dann
1n grosser Geschwindigke1t und
verklingt immer ferner.)23
UlULTE:

Sound can also give rhythm to a Horspiel.

A

good example is Hermann Kaaack"s Ballwechsel which was
mentioned in the previous chapter.

A short excerpt

from this play is sufficient for illustration.

The

slashes in the following indicate the intervals in
which the ball is hit:
GREEN: Rube, ruhlg sein/Ganz ruhig
den Ball nehmen/Vdch nicht hinrelssen lassen/
Du darfst dlch nicht hinreissen lassen hat
mir Lotte vorhin gesagt/Gut/Wie gut mieh Lotte
kennt/Denn ~rei Jahre Ehe sind drei Jahre/
Batsoh/Ehe 2
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The above passages are only a few of those which
could illustrate the possibilities of sound effects.
There is another aspect of sound effects whioh oonsists
of the change of sound through mechanical means.
Because of modern techniques in this field. the range
of H8rspiel possibilities is made wider.
One of the most common deVices 1s the alteration
of a person's voice by sending it through a frequency
fl1ter. 25

This effect 1s used for voices heard on

the telephone.

When the script calls tor an

unearthly voioe of some sort--one that is supposed to
represent the voice of a spirit, for instance--the
frequenoy-filter makes it possible.
Another common effect is the echo.

What would

a tale of horror be if there were no voice in it
which echoes through a mysterious darkness?

The

use of the echo 1s one of the ways in which to
represent a place

~

which a person 1s speaking.

Through Ohanges in aocoustlcs several other places

may be represented, such as a street or a closed
room.

Also, different levels of voices may be

achieved by having the speakers stand at varying
distances from the microphone.

In Die Japan1sohen

Plsoher by WeyraUCh this teohnique is used.
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Susushi. the narrator as well as the leading oharacter.
speaks in the :first

II~"

when he is narrating, in the

second "Raum" when he and the other characters are

-

acting out that which he narrates.
third "Baum ll are o:f the dead. 26

V01ces in the

By speeding up the sound of a voioe or slowing

it down, another important e1'fect may be achieved.
Anyone Who has heard Donald Duck speak mows one

of the possibilities o:f this device.

But in modern

H~splele

it is not necessarily used for purposes

ot comedy.

The distortion o:f sounds and voices

can provide the setting for a distorted reality, and

often an author describes the unreal to attack or
satirize the

~eal.

But we shall leave that for a

later section.

THE PAUSE
In

~e

early days of radio it was generally

assumed that "dead alr"--that is. a silent

pauBe--d~g

a broadQ&st was fatal, that the listener would
inevitably turn the dial.

.Although too long a pause

may be considered in this respect even now, a :few
seconds of silence can be very artistic.

In fact,
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i£ every second of a broadcast is crammed with voices
or another sound merely to prevent any Itdead air l1 ,
the quality

o~

the production is likely to suffer.

Many H5rspiel authors use the pause to their
advantage.

There are two different kinds found in

their plays.

One is a pause in which no voices are

heard, but some other sound may be.

For instance,

the sound of waves on a shore or a mild Wind rustling
through leaves are sounds that are more enjoyable
when heard in ailenee.

Also, an author may want to

direct attention to specific noises that give the
setting for a situation.

The other kind of pause is complete silence.
This is especially effective in creating dramatic
tension.

Oonsider, tor example, Friedrich nurrenmatt's

Abendstunde 1m Sp!therbst.

In this

~rspiel,

an

author who is famous for his intriguing murder
mysteries receives an unusual guest one evening 1n his
hotel room.
t~1ng

This guest is a man who has spent his life

to unveil the secret of the author's success

and has come to an interesting Qonclusion: the

author

co~tted

all the murders himself and therefore

wrote from personal experience.

Atter a discussion
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of these findings, the author gets an idea
new

H~rspiel:

~or

he will murder his visitor.

a

The

would-be Victim tries to oonVince him that such an
idea would't be too profitable.

But the author

persists, for "he needs money" and, as he says,
II

•

•

•

Nun mussen Sie sterben, denn loh schreibe

nur, was ich erlebe, weil ich uoerhaupt ke1ne
Phantasle besitze. n27
but be attentive.

The listener can not help

The tension is near the breaking

point, and when something finally does happen,
Dnrrenmatt puts in another dead silence that leaves
the listener breathless:
DER BESUOHER:
DER

DER
DER

DEB.

Verehrter Herr Korbes, Gnadel
Ieh flehe Sie an.
AUTOR:
FUr die BeBch~ftlgung mit
Literatur gibt es keine Gnade.
(Der Besucher weicht auf den Balkan
zurUck. )
BESUCHER:
Hilfel
AUTOR (mit mlchtiger 8t~e): Sie sind
der dreiundzwanz igst e Pall!
BBSUOHER: Der zwelund • • •
(Gepolter. nann ein langgezogener
verhallender Scbre1.)

DER BESUOHER:

Hille!

(St1l1e.)28
The pause can also be used to give a natural
tone to the dialogue, natural, for a person
ordinarily speaks between pauses.

In Wolfgang

....
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H11desheimer's Herrn Walsers Raben there 1s skillfully
written dialogue in which the pauses not only make the
dialogue more natural but also reveal the characters'
attempts to retain their composure.

For if they don 't,

they face the prospect of being turned into ravens. 29
There is still another use of the pause: to
indicate time elapse between scenes.

This can not

be used unless there is a sufficient connecting
link between the two scenes to make certain that

the listener 1s aware of the time elapse.

A good

example can be found in Weyrauchts Totentanz.
is an actual character in this H8rspiel.

Death

To each

person that he meets he says a specific date of the
future.

A pause follows, and the same person is

heard again in a different situation, and as he
speaks, he gives reference to the date.

This date

is the one spoken before by Death, and, as it turns
out, it is the date of death for the person involved.
This is the general pattern of Beene change throughout
the H8rspiel, although Weyrauch varies it enough to

prevent monotony.
The word, voioes,

mUSiC,

sound effects, and the

pause: these are the five main ingredients 1n a
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Horspiel.

Now let us consider the form in which

these ingredients are employed.
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OHAPTER III. DRAMATURGY OF THE HORSPIEL

There are several problems that a HOrspiel author
must face, for his play i8 only heard.

This is the

most important factor that distinguishes the Horsplel
from other forms.

In some ways this difference

allows the author more freedom, whereas in other ways
he is limited.

But like any other form of composition

the H6rspiel demands that certain rules be followed.
BEGINIUNG, ElIDING, AND THE IMPORTANOE OF PACING
A good beg1nn1ng'is of the utmost importance.

The attention of the listener must be attracted
immediately.

There 1s not enough time to allow a

long exposition.

Therefore, the setting, the main

characters, and the dramatic conflict must be
revealed as quickly and concisely as possible.
Consider the following begtnning of one of Gunter
Eich's Trllume:

(Auf der strasse)
FRAU:

MANN:

Nummer 576. Bier ist das Haus.
Du nattest Tschange-du besser

~en sollen.
Er sleht nicht
appetitlich aUB. Putz ibm die Nasel
(Sohneuzen)
KIND: MUssen wir in dleses Haus, Mutter?3 0
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By means of a few Bound effects the setting can be

easily established; three people, a man, wife, and
Child, are on a street and have arrived at their
destinatlon--hoUBe 576.

Although the three have

spoken only briefly, a great deal has been said.

The

child has eVidently been taken to this strange house
against bis will.

OUr curiosity 1s immediately

aroused when the husband says that the child doesn't
look appetizing.
him?!

This

What are they going to do with

is a good beginning.

The ending must also be effective.

A film or a

That is,

drama produced on stage can end "Visually".

the very last "pictUre", along with the idea the
author has tried to convey, may be retained in the
mind of the onlooker.

A

~rspiel,

remembered by the last words alone.

however, must be
Any visual image

that the listener retains 1s from his imagination and
is induced by the warde.
The ending may be a question or a direct
statement that makes the author's point.

It may

refer back to the beginning or to an unsaid event of
the future.

It may solve a problem or present one.

But what ever it doee, it must be concise.

An
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effective. ooncise
~orspiel

every

The rest

end~

may be found in practically

written by Gunter Eich.

o~

the HOrspiel must likewise be

concentrated and economical in the use of words.
Tension, suspense. and elements of surprise are
necessities.

All of these things can only be

achieved through superb paci:ng.

Ma;x: Wy11e g1 ves

pacing the following definition: " • . • the method
by which the dramatist advances his argument and
moves the immediate focus of story development
either from one character to another or from one
idea to another. 1131

If the paoing 1s not carefully

executed in a play. the result will be wasted time.
ineffectiveness, and dullness.

The words. the

situations, the characters, and time must be woven
together into a closely-knit pattern.

Let us

examine various guide-lines in HBrspiel writing whioh
contribute to good pacing.

SCENES
We have already mentioned the beginning and
ending.

Now let us consider the scenes that make up

the rest of the play.
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A Hffrspiel 1s not divided into acts but consists
of an uninterrupted succession of scenes.
scenes will confuse the listener.

Too many

MUller sUggests

that twenty scenes be the maximum and that each last
no longer than three or four minutes. 32
Eaoh Bcene must also lead smoothly into the
next.

There are several methods used for this

purpose.

In a direct connection between soenes a

word or phrase at the end of the first may be
repeated as part of the second.

In this case a

ohange in amplification would make the difference
between the soenes clearer.

For example, a voice

heard out in the open air is different from one
heard in a closed room.

This is one kind of "blend".

the technical term used for transition between
scenes.

Other blends can be made with music or by

a narrator.

The latter can only be used in certain

types of HBrspiele. for a narrator is outside the
dramatic action and distracts from it.

At times this

distraction serves a purpose, but we shall learn
more about that later.
Music and Bound effects are common transitional
methods.

They are coupled with a ohange in the volume
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of voice or other sounds.

Por example, a voice may

gradually fade out while the music builds up; the
music then

~adeB

as a new voice is heard and a new

situation established.

Thus the transition is made.

Instead of sound effects or music, a scene
transition will sometimes be a pause-- r1 dead air h

•

This device 1s used sparingly, for even more than a
narrator, it distracts the listener from the dramatic
action.

But a pause can be very effective if used

well.
Another common transition is the "cut".

This

is simply stopping one scene abruptly and continuing
right on into the next.

The same deVioe 1s used in

movies.
Scene transitions are often a combination of
two or three of the various devices mentioned above.
But whatever method an author chooses must be clear,
smoothly executed, and convincing.

If a listener

does not fully comprehend the change, he is likely
to miss much of the material that is necessary for
understanding the entire play.

A reader can re-read

a passage he has misunderstood, but a listener can

only hear everything once.
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TIME

The listener also can not listen at whatever
speed he chooses.
in good pacing.

Time is a very important factor
In the first place, a

H~r8p1el

obviously can not be too long, for the listener's
ability to ooncentrate lasts for a shorter time
than that of someone watching a play.

The

time limit is generally Bet at one hour.

max~um

This limit

is a definite restriction upon the author, for within
the space of an hour he must establish the dramatic
confliot, develop his ideas, and give his conclusion,
plus giving life to his characters and interest to
the play itself.

Obviously he must avoid the

complexities such as those found in a novel.
action must be swift and concentrated.

The

The key word

is economy--economy of words, characters, scenes,
and incidents.

The various parts must be carefully

balanced in order that the most important things

may be emphasized.
There is another aspect of time, however, that
is an advantage rather than a limitation for the
author.

This doesn't concern the duration of the

actual production of the play but

~ther

the passage
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of time within the play.

The HHrspiel 1s

one-dimensional for a person can only hear it.

One

sentence can convince a listener that several years
have passed or fallen away since the last scene.

A

skillful blend can carry the listener to anywhere
in time.

This advantage gives the author an extensive

.

freedom.

It helps him to emphasize important things

and to discard the time-consuming intermediary
material.

For example, think of how useful this

freedom of time 1s in the psychological Httrspiel.
If the author 1s writing about a person's inner
conflict--as many H8rspiel authors do--he can isolate
the factors that influenced that person during his
life to acquire the conflict, and he oan put them
together in a convincing well co-ord1nated pattern.
Indeed, the freedom of time 1s one characteristic
which has helped to establish the HBrspiel as an
art-form in 1ts own right.

UNITY
The

~5rspiel,

must have unity.

like any other form of composition,

•
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If it 18 a dramatio

H~rspiel

the unifying

elements are generally the same as in theatrioal plays:
unity of time and place, unity of action, and unity of
impression. 33

However, these three unities do not

always apply to other Horspiele.

Many consist of a

suooession of short, decisive soenes with different
settings.

In a strict sense this may weaken the

unity of place, but these HHrspiele have unity in
other ways.

For instanoe, a narrator is often the

unifying faotor; when there is a narrator, several
different places and times may be easily woven
together.

We shall see an example of this in the

next chapter.
There are several other devices which may be
used for unification in a H8rspiel.

Characteristio

music and a repeated Bound are both unifying elements.
Die Zikaden by Ingeborg Bachmann and Klopfzelchen by
Heinrioh B8ll are oases in point.

Sometimes, instead

of a narrator who appears throughout a

H~rspiel,

someone addresses the listener at the beginning.
provides the lead into the actual play, and then
returns at the end with a closing comment.

The

effect is the impression of haVing someone tell a
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story.

The beginning and ending. both spoken by

the same person and in the same time and place,
consolidate the parts of the

H~rspiel.

Now that we have considered the dramaturgical
aspects of the HUrspiel, let us

a&W

investigate the

various forms in which they are employed.
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DHAPTER IV. TTPES OF HORSPIELE
There are several di£ferent ways to charaoterize
H~r8plele.

They may be divided according to form

(epic, monologue, dialogue, and others).
tone 1s the deciding factor.

Sometimes the

The goal of the play

and the standpoint of the author are still others.
~~rspiel

However, the category in which a

may be

placed does not exolude the possibility of the same
~r8piel

being typioal of another oategory.

Therefore,

the following types should not be considered mutually
exolusive but rather a8 different ways in which the
oharacterization may be approached.

THE DRAMATIO aORSPIEL
H8rspiele which have the closest af£ll1ation
With the structure and dramaturgical rules o£ dramas
produced on the stage £all into this category.
~rspiel

could be the very same

8S

play for the simple reason that a
not be seen.

a theatrical
H~r8pi61

can

However, there are many H8rspiele

which oontain a sufficient number of the

No
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oharacteristics of stage plays to warrant the
designation, "dramatic II.
First

o~

all, such Harspiele are based upon a

situation which involves a

amount of strangeness.

oo~l1ct

and a certain

The existence of a conflict

and the process by which it is resolved form the
moVing force of a drama; the element of the unusual
in the basic situation gives the play interest.

In

Zeit der Sohuldloaen by Siegfried Lenz, an example
of the dramatic Herspiel, the conflict and the
unusual element are clearly seen.

Several innocent

oitizens of a town are forced to leave their daily
work, are taken to the prison, and held under
guard without permission to let anyone know of their
whereabouts.

They are told that they will only be

allowed to leave When they have extracted the names
of the accomplices to an attempted assassination
upon the Governor from a man who has admitted the
shooting but wonlt reveal any further information.
The strangeness of the situation is evident.

A

confliot arises, for the men desperately want to
get out and feel it is their right as innocent
citizens, but the guard and the prisoner under
interrogation are both immovable.
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The second

charac~eris~ic

that a dramatic

H5rspiel has in common with a stage drama is the
conventional unity of place.
in

dlf~erent

A diversity of scenes

locations tends to weaken the force

of the effect that the drama tries to produce.

An

onlooker or a listener may find it difficult to
follow many soene changes as well as concentrate
on the dramatic development.

The H8rsplel by

Lenz demonstrates complete unity of place; the entire
play is situated in the prison cell.
The themes of dramatic Hffrspiele are generally
similar to those of theatrical Plays.3 4 The difference
lies in the presentation of the thematic material.
If, for

examp~e,

the theme is the persecution of

the J.ews, as in Hoerschelmann's Die Versohlossene TUr,
the emphasis is not upon horrid soenes that ............
ahow what
the Jews experienced but rather upon the voices of
those that experienced the oppression.
When a historical Bubject is used in a dramatic

H~rapiel, the speech should be modern.'S

An everyday

speech lessens the possibility of confusion.
Most dramatic

~rspiele,

instead of adhering

rigidly to the rules of dramatio form, consist of
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a rapid succession of short, concise excerpts from
decisive situations. 36

This form eliminates material

that weakens the force of effect, saves time, and
helps to stimulate interest.

It also shows a

tendenoy toward the epic form discussed in the
next seotion.
The purely dramatic

H~rsplel,

similar to the theatrioal play.

however, is quite

The

~rspiel

is

usually shorter and simpler in structure. and the
presentation 1s different, but, on the whole. the
basics are the same.
THE EPIC ffC1RSPIEL

The main problem confronting dramatic
is that they are only heard.

H~rsplele

Therefore, there is a

strong tendency in these Herspiele to assume epic
qualities.

There is not necessarily a narrator, but

passages are likely to be found Which are descriptive
or explanatory.

Since this tendency is so strong,

many H8rspiele have eVolved which are genuinely epic.

These belong to the second category to be discussed
here.
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~rspiele

of this type are not in epic form

just because the author round it too difficult to
use dramatic form; on the contrary. the epic Hffrspiel
has become a flexible form which is very suitable
for many sUbjeots that would ordinarily find only
inferior expression in another form.

An epic Harspiel. as defined by Fischer, is
an aocount of something that happened whioh is

re-acted within a narrative framework. 37
may be inside or outside the story.

The narrator

Flashbacks fill

in the narrative framework.
Let us look at an example: Philemon und Baukis
by Leopold !blsen.

The play begins with a speech

by Alexandros Who reflects upon the story of an
elderly couple:
loh muss an die Gesehiohte von
Philemon und Bauk1s denken. Jedesmal venn ieh
die kleine windschiefe BUtte sehe, die nun
leersteht und in der elnmal Hikos und Marulja
hausten, muss ich an dlese Geschlchte
denken; an die sage von dem alten
gastfreundliehen Paar, dem die ~~tter
verllehen haben. gemeinsam zu sterben • • •
und daB doch nicht starbj well es in zwel
B6ume verwandelt wurde, in eine Elche und
eine Linde; und der late der ~ume
verschrlnkten sieh • • • • Auch vor der
Butte des alten Hikos stehen zwei Baume;
Etch und Linde auah hier • • • •
ALEXANDROS:
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By

comparison with the mythioal story AlexandroB

reveals what the Horspiel will be about.

Also, and

perhaps more important, a tragic note is

~troduced.

Alexand~ost

reflection blends into the first

flashback:
AT,EXANDROS: • • • Marulja. die Frau, war
ein Kolos aus Fleisch und nppigkeit; mit
Bartatoppeln uber dem Mund. lch stelle
mir vor, Wie aie dahinlebten, 1m Einerlel
threr alten Tage. Oft denke loh daran.
loh liege 1m Schatten, neben der HUtte, und
lausche auf' das Raunen der Bl~ tter; und
zuweilen, ganz allmlhlich,--hore loh
aie • • •
---
(Einblenden)
MARULJA: Die liege geht ein, Hikos.
NIKOLOAS: lch weiss es.
MARULJA: Gen insaDorf hinunter.

NIKOLAOS:

Wozu. 3

The play oontinues to unravel in this pattern.
We become acquainted with the two elderly people and
the type of life they lead: Marulja scolds and
Nlkolaos endures it patiently (with the aid of a
little alcohol now and then).

We learn how Alexandros

1s personally connected with the story, and we feel
the

tragedy that 1s forthcoming.
Assume that this play were not in this form but

began immediately with a dialogue between Nlkolaos
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and Marulja and continued without interruption by
a narrator.

The plot would still be revealed

e&sily, as well as the personalities of the characters.
But lacking would be the rond and Wistful remembrance
of the two heroic people.

Also, the death of the

two at the end of the play is much more tragic and
beautiful as it is described than it would be if it
were merely acted out.

It is Alexandros' artistic

description which creates pathos.

Oonsider the

closing lines:
ALEXANDROS: Nlohts davon kann ioh vergessen.
Auch nicht, wie man sie veracharrt hat;
unter den Bitumen, an denen man aie
aufgeb1\ngt hatte. Sle unter der Linde u.nd
ihn unter dem Eichbaum. lch gehe noch
manchmal zu ihrer BUtte hinauf. Die %ate
der Linde und der E1che verschrlnken sich,
wenn der Wind sie zaustj und im Herbst,
wenn das Laub raschelt, k11ngt es-vie ein
le1ses Schimpfen. Und wie eln Welnen und
Laohen zugleich.
(Schlussmusik: Fl8te)39
Of a similar nature 18 Walter Jens's H6~spiel
40
Ahasver.
This is the story of a Jew who had to
flee for his 11fe and start anew eaah time he
felt that he was f1nally reaching his goal in llfe.
The narrator is close to the main character, just

....
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as Alexandros was in Philemon and Bauk1s.

Also. the

same sad remembrance of a tragic past 1s the tone
invoked by the narrator.

In each of the two epic H6rsp1ele mentioned
it will be noticed that the narrator is somewhat
separated from the action of the play.

He is

partially involved, but only enough so that he has
insight into the action and still remains distant
enough to interpret it objectively.
is actually that of the author.
this 1s the genuine epic form.

41

Pis standpoint

According to Fischer,
H~rspiele

of this

type do not consiat of great dramatic tension or a
rapid change of situations.

Instead, they consist of

a " • • • ruhlger, gleichmUssige Ablaut eines breit
ausgesponnenen Geschehens, das der Autor von einem
entfernten Standpunkt

aUB

Uberlickt.

Durch den so

gewonnenen Abstand erhalten Ereignlsse und Gestalten
feste Umrlsse, die das Ergebnis ruh1ger Bes1nnung
und Beslnnlichkeit s1nd. n42
Oontrary to the dramatic

~rspiel,

the epic

does not have to be based on a confllct. 43

This does

not mean that certain conflicts would not be found
in them, for there are many between individuals or

..
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groups, within individuals, and between ideas.

But

the action itself 1s not necessarily instigated by
a conflict.
There 1s another type of epic
subJective rather than objective.

~rspiel

which is

In these

~rBplele

the narrator not only serves an explanatory and
interpretive purpose but also 1s the main character
of the play.
singular.

The narrative is in the first person

This type of

inner monologue form.

~rspiel

tends toward the

The difference 11es in the

faot that the inner monologue is completely a
projeotion of the mind of the narrator, whereas the
subjective epic combines this element with factual
real1ty.44
A good example of the SUbjective epic Worsplel

1s Weyrauch's Japanische Fischer.

From the beginning

one can Bee the difference between this form and the
objective epic:
SUSUSHI (1m eraten Raum): HOren Sie das?
Sie h~ren es nieht. Sie k8nnen es nioht
h~ren.
lch grabe mein Grab. Aber ich
habe keine Schaufel, mit der loh es
ausheben kannte. lot grabe es mit den
H!nden.
(Flastern viele Stimmen)
SUSUSHI (1m ersten Raum): Ja, das haben
Sie gehort. Sie naben die Stimmen der
Einwohner meinee Dorfes gehort. Die
~nnerJ Frauen, und Kinder haben geflustert.
Was haben sie gefluetert?45

The play continues in a pattern of alternation
between Susushi and the other inhabitants of the
village.
~

Sometimes he speaks "1m srsten Raum"-

as narrator--, and other times he is part of the

action itself.
Other examples of the subJeotive epio HBrspiel
are Drauasan vor dar

TUr

by Wolfgang Borchert,

Der Tiger Jussuf and Das Jahr Lazertis by Ganter
Eich.

THE REPORTAGE
Between the dramatic and epic H5rspiele is the
Reportage (lit: report).

It differs from the epic

because the action is not narrated 1n the past tense,
but rather "reported" as it develops.

Although the

Reportage doesn't follow the rules of dramatical
composition, 1t is similar to the dramatic HOrsplel
1n the respect that tension and conflict are an
integral part of 1t.
Frank def1nes the Reportage as " • • • die
funkelgene Form des Berlchts uber ein belleb1ges
Ere1gn1s und als solche aine der Harem gelauf1ge
Art dar Sendung.1l

The reporter descr1bes the action

5

and gives his impressions.

Some sound effects are

usually used in order to ahow the listener that
something 1B happening while the reporter talks.
One of the best e%amples of the Reportage is
Hermann Kasack's Ballwechsel:
SPRECHER (1m Tonfall sines Reporters)
Und nun, meine Damen und Herren, 1st unser
Sender Wieder auf den Turnierpletz 'des
Tennisolubs geschaltet. Der letzte
Satz des Spiels zwischen den Herren Red
und Green beglnnt Boeben; und es glbt
jetzt Wahl keinen Freund des weissen
Sports, der slch nicht darUber klar 1st,
vas von dlesem Spiel abh~ngt.
Die ungeheure Spannung und die leise
Unruhe unter den Zuschauern des t;regended
Kampfes sind begrelfllch • • • •
It is interesting that this type of Horsplel ls
popular in America.

Frank names Archibald MacLeish IS
The Fall of the City as a good example. 47
Some HOrspiele incorporate reportorlcal

material Wi thin them.

But every fiborspiel that has

a reporter in it 1s not a Reportage; only When the
entire struoture is reportorieal can a H8rspiel
be so designatedo
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'ffiE INNER MONOLOGUE

The form of H'orspiel which is called an inner
monologue is a play which presents a reality
indirectly, through the psyche of a person.

This

"s tream of consclousness ll style of writing has found
a great significance in modern literaturej the works

of James Joyce are the highpolnt. 48
A

play of this type is particularly suited to

the radio beoause ot its intimate aspect.

A person's

thoughts heard by the listener give the effect of
tlwhispering into the ear"--a confidential revelation
of the soul.

The listener's imagination 1s stimulated,

and the suggestive power is such as to make him feel
that he is listening to his own stream of consciousness.
However, an inner monologue will only be
successful if the text is genuinely conVincing and
skillfully composed, and if the speaker can present
the monologue with the precise intonation.

Unlike

the stage actor. the speaker doesn't have the
advantage of gesture and other Visual aids.

Therefore,

he must compensate for this lack with the skillful use
of his voice.
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This isn't to say, however, that an inner monologue
is more suitable for the stage.

On the contrary, it

doesn't have a "play character" in the dramatic sense;
tor this reason not many are produced on stage. 49
Another individual characteristic of the inner
monologue Horspiel is the lack of dimension.

The play

is acted within a psychic realm of an imaginative
mind; it is not restrioted by Bcenery or time.

The

speaker does not have to be located in a partioular
place, nor does he have to describe any aotion.

His

thOUghts, Whether from memory, the subconscious, or
the oonsoious, form the

t1

s tage tr •

What distinguishes the inner monologue from the
dramatic

H~rspiel

and the epio forms?

The SUbjective

epic H8rspiel is similar because of its first person
singular style, but it differs,

bec~use

the external

world--that is, that which is outside the speaker's
mind--ls portrayed in actuality.

In the inner

monologue form, the outside reality may be portrayed,
but only as it is filtered through the psyche of
the speaker and thereby transformed by the
indiVidual's opinions and personal traits.

The

objective epic is, obviously, totally external.

In
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the dramatic Horspiel the innermost feelings are of
a secondary nature; the primary concern is the
relationships among people portrayed in a
representative faShiQn. 50 This is outside reality
produced outside. whereas in the inner monologue
inside and outside reality are both produced from
within.

As Fischer says, this type of H6·rspiel is

basically a meditation. 51
Beoause an inner monologue is based upon the
psyche of one individual does not mean that there
can only be one character in the play.

This

individual may call to mind several people who
influenced that upon which he is meditating.

But

it must be remembered that everything these people
say is a recording of one individual's thoughts,
not an objective portrayal of reality.
Schwester Henriette by Hermann Kesser is an
example of an inner monologue Hffrspiel which has
only one character.

Whereas one voice throughout

the entire duration of a play may lead to monotony
for the listener, this HWrspiel avoids this danger
because of the suspense and dramatic tension that
it holds.

All of the action, even that which
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involves other people, is presented conVincingly
and artistically through Henriette's words.

At

one place in the story she faints and wakes up
later in another room.
is easily made.

Surprisingly, this transition

Before she faints, her fevered

mind begins to have hallucinations as she imagines
that she is a bird flying away from the oppressive
atmosphere of the aourtroom.

Short, breathless

phrases, a pause, and then words of realization
create the transition.

An example of the inner monologue form which
has more than one character is Klopfzeichen by
Heinrich B81l.

A man served a prison term

during the war because he gave a Pole a piece of
bread and a few cigarettes.

In the prison his

cell was between that of a priest and that of a
young man, Julius, Who desperately needed com£ort
and was searching for answers in religion.

The

priest and Julius communicated by signals composed
of a series of knocks.

Julius was executed before he

received the Sacrament, and Iter hatte so heftlg

~ch den S8kramenten verlangt. n52

The borror which

the man between Julius and the priest experienced
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and the sound of knocking combined to make an
indelible Lmpresslon upon him, and his continual
recall of his experience forms the basis for the
~rspiel.

The present and the past become confused

in his agitated mind; therefore, the other characters
that speak are of both times.

This portrayal of

a confused, burdened mind could only be made through
this form: the inner monologue.

It is little wonder,

therefore, since a great deal of modern literature
concerns psychology, that this form has become
very significant.

THE H~RSPIEL OF OBJEOTIFIED INNERLIOHKEIT53
This type of Horapiel is similar to the inner
monologue form except for one important difference:
the inner voices, which in the tnner monologue are
subjectively produced, are in this case set apart
from and opposite the main character; they are
objectified.

The person from whose oonsciousness

they are derived oan then communicate with them as
if they were entirely separated from

h1m~.

This form is particularly suited to the radio,
for only that medium can present these objectified
inner voices convincingly.
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The best way in which to understand this type
of

H~rBpiel

is by means of example.

Oonsider for

instance, Die Andere und ich by Gunter Elch.

This

H6rspiel is basically concerned with the brotherhood
between all men and specifically with the individual
identity which exists between two widely separated
people.

An American woman, Ellen Harland, and her

family are on a vacation trip through Italy.

In

passing through an impoverished village she notices
an elderly woman who looks at her as though she

almost recognized her.

When the family stops later

to go BWimm1ng, Ellen returns to this village and
searohes for the woman.

She enters a house that

somehow seemB familiar and sees a woman there who
looks like the one she is seeking, although she is
much younger.

ELLEN: • • • Es verwirrte mich, dass icb
nun doch in das falsoha HaUB ~eratan
war. Was sollte ich disser Premden
sagen? Wle Bollte lch ihr erkl~ren,
was ioh wollte? Ja, was Yollte ioh
Uberhaupt? Und lch sagte mit einer
Stimme, di·e mir seIber fremd vorkam:
(rm Haus)
OAMILLA: lch Buche jemanden.
MUTTER: Ja?
OAMILLA: Eine a1 te Ii'rau.
MUTTER: Eine alte Prau? Es glbt sine
Mange alter Frauen in Oornacchio.
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OAMILLA: lch weiss ihran Namen nlcht.
MUTTER: Glbt es hier jemanden, den du
nicht kennst1
OAMILLA: loh kenn-e niemanden hier.
MUTTER: Was Boll das helssen?5 4
Ellen

has

been "transformed" into a. young glrl named

Oamilla, but she feels that she ls still Ellen.

But

gradually she 1s convinced by the bewilderment of
the mother and by bae reality of the situation, and
she begins to aocept the role of Camillals life.

ELLEN • • . Hiess toh nicht wirk11ch
Camilla? War lob nicht wirk11ch
ihre Tochter? Ellen Harland? Wer
war Ellen Harland? Das hatt~ lob
vielleicht nur get-raumt.
Although she continues to feel that the Camilla-life
1s a deoeption and only temporary, she lives the role
and experiences the many hardships of a humble Italian
woman.

She remembers her "other life" and feels that

it ought to be given back to her, but as her life as
Oamilla progresses, this remembrance fades.

Pinally,

now a tlr!,!d, -deserted grandmother, worn by countless
griefs, she sees a car

ELLEN:

paBS

by.

(raumlos) • • . Eines Sonntags stand
lch hier, als ein grosses offenee Auto von
1errara heriram. Es n8herte sieh Tasch m1 t
sefner Radlomuslk, und ein Geftthl von

Bangigkeit erfUllte mich, ala ich es sah
und h~rte. (Man h3rt das Auto mit seiner
Muslk slcb nihern.) Als es bei mir
vorbelkam, nux durch das Wasser von mir
getrennt, bllckte mich eine Frau an, die
darin sass, und lch erkannte sie.
(Gerlusche aua~eblendet. Daa Folgende
wieder raumlos) Ellen Harland fuhr dort
vorUber,--loh ha~te sie vergessen. In
dieaem Augenblick aber kam alles wieder.
lch seIber war es ja, und mein Leben war
Ba, das voru-oerfuhr • • • • 55
Ellen--the former I1fe--passes by.

One wonders if

perhaps the Oamilla-life was Ellen's imagination;
she could have been so affected by the heat as to
have hallucinations.
real?

Yet, whioh life was the more

It 1s not a matter of whether or not llfe

Is a dream; the idea 1s rather that life is only
completely real on a very deep, all-encompassing
56
Plane.
~r, at the end of the play, as Ellen returns
to the village, she recognizes everything but is not
recognized herself.

And she sees Camilla:

ELLEN: leh oi'tnete die KammertUr. 1m
Luftzug flackerten zwel Kerzen, die zu
FUssen von Camilla brannten. rOh ging
hineln, und machte die TlIr hinter mir zu.
Wir waren allein.57

From these last words one can only assume that both
lives were real and stemmed from a mutual mystic
source.
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Another example of objectified Innerlichkeit 1s
Die Madchen aus Viterbo, also by Ganter Eich.

Here

again two different realities run parallel to each
other, yet one is directly caused by the other.
That is, the one is separated from the subjective
sphere of the other and is objectified.

THE HORSPIEL OF POETIC REALITY
~rspiele

that involve poetic reality achieve

this status by means of the concept of Verfremdung.58
(This 1s not the poetic reality of the nineteenth
century.)

Verfremdung is that process which presents

a common situation, incident, or object in a new
and different light.

Por example, a tree 1s a tree

and always regarded as such; but through Verfremdung
this same tree becomes something different.

It

doesn't change physically, but rather holds new
meaning for the observer; he sees the tree as he has
never seen it before.
be aohieved poetioally.

This same transformation can
An author may present a

very common situation, and by introducing an unusual
element to serve as a catalyst, he can transform
this situation into a new reality.
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The possibilities of Verfremdupg are numerous.
The reason for this is as follows: we are trained to
regard and interpret
by

th~s

as we have been taught

our instinct and experience.

Unless we are

subjeoted to very unusual ciroumstances t these
things will always contain approximately the same
meaning; we are no longer able to be oompletely
objeotive.

Butt if the very things which we take for

granted suddenly appear in a new light, we can be
objeotive, for that which we are seeing is different;
that 1s, it is not what we were trained to see.

For

an author there is a great advantage to be gained
by this.

He can make h1s audienoe aware of something

that before the Verfremdung only he could see.
GUnter E1ch uses Verfremdung in his Trkume.
He presents f1ve dreams t each of whioh involves a
plausible situation that suddenly turns into disaster.
The theme that underlies each dream is that "Alles,
was geschieht, geht dich an. ltS9

That is, by presenting

these disastrous circumstances Eioh is trying to shoW
his audience that everyone should feel a responsibility
for What happens in the world and try to do what he
can to prevent disasters from happening.

E1ch
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cautions each listener to be aware of things
around him:
Sieh, was es glbt: Gefangnia und Folterung,
Blindheit und Lahmung, Tod in Vieler Gestalt,
den korperlosen Schmerz und die Angst, die
das Leben meint.
Die Seufzer aua vielen MUndern sammelt die
Erde,
Und in den Augen der Menschen, die du llebgt,
wohnt die BestUrzung.60
Sometimes an author may effect Verfremdung
in a superficial, obvious way.

In his Die Panne 61

Friedrich Dtrrrenmatt employs the effect ot alcohol
to allow a tlfriendly game lt to become a grotesque
study of psychological guilt.

The use of Verfremduna does not necessarily
have to be the baais for an entire H8rspiel; it may
be used as a device in any given situation.
however it is used, Verfremdung is

~n

But,

important

conoept in modern literature.
'rHE FEA'rURE

The type of H5rsplel known as the feature 1s a

combination of elements of the drama and of the
Reportage.

That is, the feature is basioally the
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dramatization of an event.

The event may be an

actual one, but not necessarily, for the aim of the
feature 1s not to make news items interesting.

A

feature 1s a blend of art and exciting events,
whether they are real or contrived.

'or instance,

war stories which portray humans in the face of
danger are features, (although one must be careful
not to include in the realm of art those stories
that show hOll "the good guys always win").

It 1s

no wonder that the feature became popular immediately
following World War II.

In fact, the feature began

the renewal of a8rspiele after the war, although
many were not successful artistically.62

A feature usually oonsists of a rapid succession
of scenes with relevant sounds and Voices which
stimulate excitement.

A narrator is often found in

features, who, by binding the Whole together, prevents
the confusion that could result from the variety of
lIsoenery-1I and characters that are presented.

But a

feature involves very complicated production, for
many different sounds and voices are incorporated

Within it.

Of course, with the invention of magnetic

tape the task of production was made easier.
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Examples of the feature are Stunde der Giraffe
by

Alfred Andersch and Malmgreen by Erich Schtfer.

The latter was discussed in an earlier ohapter •
••
THE RELIGIOUS HORSPIEL
The religious Horsplel does not lie in a large
oategory.

Outside of broadoasts sponsored by churches
H~rsplele

there are not many

Which are strictly

religious that have been of any significance
artistioally.63
There are t however, religious elements within
many H8repiele.

Two examples are Festianus, MRrtyrer

and Allah hat hundert Hamen t both by Gttnter Elch.
Several

~rspiele

by

religious concepts.

Marie Luise Kaschnitz stem from
Her Der Z51lner MatthiUB and

Tobias oder das Ende der Angst are examples of Hbrspiele
which are based on biblical material.

According to

Schwitzke, these two are not particularly suocessful
1n an artistic sense t but, as he sayst because these
attempts by this authoress are the most significant
to date,

II

a

•

a

besteht gerade bei Marie Luise

Kaschnltz die Hoffnung, dass sie eines Tages unsrer
Armut an ffbrsplelen chrlstlioher Provenlenz etwas
au.fhilft."64
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THE SATIRICAL HORSPIEL

Another type of Horspiel which should be mentioned
is the satire.
category:

There are two main authors in this

Wo~gang

DUrrenmatt.

Hildesheimer and Friedrich

Yet these two authors are quite different

from each other.

This difference 1s based upon the

approaches to satire which the authors assume.

For

Hildesheimer the satire is an end in itself, whereas
for DUrrenmatt the satire is the means to an end. 65
DQrrenmatt's Der Prozess um des Esels Schatten
is a case in point.

The plot is set into motion

because of a ridiculous dispute between two men.
One has rented a donkey from the other, and, since it
is a blistering hot day, he has stopped riding and
1s resting in the relative coolness of the anlQal ' s
shadow.

The owner sees him and accuses him of fraud,

for he only rented the donkey, not its shadow!

The

other man of course refuses to pay more rent, and
their dispute leads to a major catastrophe.

The

entire populace of the city becomes involved in the
argument, and the "war" reaches such high proportions
that the Whole city 1s finally set on fire.
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DUrrenmatt's attack on the pettiness of which men are
capable and the disastrous state of affairs to which
it leads is tersely summed up in the last sentence
the play.

It is spoken by the donkey:

of

"War ich in

dieser Gesch10hte der Esel?"66
This H5rsp1el 1s humorous to a certain extent,
but there is a point Where it ceases to be funny and
becomes almost frightening.

Hildesheimer's

Horspiele, on the other hand, are humorous throughout.
As was mentioned in an earlier chapter with respect
to his Herm Walsers Raben, his Horspiele are
distinctive from most German HOrspiele by the
very fact that his plays are humorous.

One must not

assume however that his H8rsp1ele are too light in
substance to be considered significant.

Herm

Walsers Raben as well as Unter der Erde and An den
Ufern der Plotinitza are excellent portrayals of
human nature.
There are many different types of Horap1ele, and
several have been included here.

But to mention them

all would be difficult, for H8rsp1ele can be placed
into categories in any number of different ways.

It

must therefore be remembered, as was observed at the

71

beginning of this

ch.apter~

that the various types

discussed here are not necessarily mutually exclusive.
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OHAPTER V. THE MXROHEN ELEH.ENT
It is necessary to consider the Marchen element
for two reasons: it is concerned with an integral
part of the German way of thinking, and it is seen
in many Horspiele.
To begin this discussion a definition of terms
is in order.

Mllrchen literally means "fairy-tale".

Here, however, the concept of Marchen is broader than
that of a mere fairy-tale.

The

~rchen

element in

literature is the credible presentation of something
Which 1s usually considered to be unreal or
impossible.

The tiger in Der Tiger Jussuf by Gttnter

Eich not only narrates the play; he also appears in
the forms of various other characters in the play.
Sabeth, in the Harepiel of the Bame name, also by
Eich, is a man-size raven who comes from another
dimension.

These are just two examples of the many

that appear in German mJrspiele.
What is the funotion of the
It serves a three-fold purpose.

~firrcben

element?
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To begin with f it breaks down the barriers of
reality and enables one to transcend into an outside
realm which can be, may be, or is reality.

If the

limitations which our experience and training impose
upon us are transcended, the reality which we "left"
can be seen in an objective light.

Also f once we are

on the outside, our former conception of reality may
be broadened.
A second function of the M«rohen element is
that it conditione the mind for possible
come.

t~ngs

to

Several years ago the idea of a trip to the

moon would have been considered impossible and very
unrealistic.
feasible.

Yet today that very idea is quite

Who is to say, then, what 1s impossible?

The third function of the Mlrchen element is
that it may present a conVincing possibility whioh
serves a didaotic purpose.

This is not always

present, but in Bome cases it can be seen.
oonvincing realness of a

see~ngly

The

impossible

situation teaches us to be aware of the world around
us.

As

was mentioned in the preVious chapter, Etch

in his Truume. in which the

~rchen

element is very

apparent, teaches the necessity of world responsibility.
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These three functions of the Marchen element are
especially suited to the German mind.
mind 1s romantic.

For the German

That is, it refuses to be content

with man-made systems; it transcends to realms of the
imagination and Bupernatural subjects.

This is not

to say that there are not elements of this romantic
spirit in other countries, f.or there are romantic
minds everywhere.

But the Germans are partioularly

oriented to this way of thinking.
We have already mentioned an example or the
third function of the Marchen element.

Let us now

consider illustrations of the other two functions.
The first function was to instigate a transcendence
of the boundaries of so-called reality 1n order to
obtain an objective View of it.
seen in Sabeth by

~ter

Eich.

This idea may be
A little girl,

Elizabeth, reveals a secret to her teacher: her family
has seen man-sized ravens near their country home
and has even oommunicated with one of them.

The

teacher, in her concern for the Child's mental state,
decides to visit her home.

While she is there, she

me~ts,

to her surprise, Sabeth, the talking, giant

raven.

Needless to say. she is overwhelmed by her
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experience and is compelled by curiosity to investigate
the reason for the raven's existence.

After interviewing

Sabeth she realizes that her attempts are almost futile.
For Sabeth has either been deserted by the other ravens
or has deserted them, and he cannot remember his former
existence; he is trapped in man's world.

He feels as

though he is a human in the guise of a raven.
is he really there?

But

Photographing him proves to be

impossible, for he is missing in every picture taken
of him.
This HSrspiel is presented in a very convincing
manner, and for this reason is effective.
trapped in man's world--man's reality.

Sabeth is

Because of

this he becomes blind to the reality from Which he
oame.

This proposes important questions: 1s man also

blind to what may be anwother reality?
is the actual reality?

If so, which

Is there another dimension

beyond our present understanding?

Because this

H8rspiel causes one to take a second, objective
look around him, it exemplifies the first function of
the Marchen element.
Sabeth also conditions us to an extent for
possible things to come.

But let us also look at


16

another example of this second function of the
Marchen element: Peter Eirche's Die Seltsamste
A man and a woman,

Liebesgeschichte dar Welt.
Er and

~,

are the sale charaoters in the play.

Each of them lives in a world which 1s physically
isolated from the other.
by mental thought.

Yet the two communicate

They can t1hear'l each other, but

they never have metlDr ever do meet.
this may seem, perhaps it is not.

Impossible as

Today studies

of ESP are progressing rapidly, and solutions to ita
many mysteries do not seem as distant as they did a
few years ago.

Birche's

H~rspiel

helps to prepare the

way towards an acceptance of this phenomenon and

thereby £ul£ills this purpose of the Mlrchen element.

In this discussion we have seen the significanoe
and the funotions of the Mrrchen element, the product
of a romantic mind.
in many German
suited to the

Not only 1s this concept found

H~r6plele,
H~6plel

but also it is particularly

form.

For the inVisible

stage grants the freedom to convincingly present
the imaginative situations of the Mlrchen.
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CONCLUSION
We have seen that the German HUraplel has reason
to be called a valid art-torm; that la, it has ita
own distinguishing characteristics, its own conventions
and laws.

The primary factor in its originality is

the fact that the HSrspiel is only heard and not seen.
From this basis stem those indentifylng traits which
belong solely to the

H~spiel.

But unless an art-form has an audience, it 1s
useless for practical purposes.

Therefore, the

question that lies before us is, "How important is
the HtJrspie1 in the cultural life of Germany?"
First of all, consider the position of the
radio in Germany.

Although television is becoming

increasingly wide-spread, the radio is still very
tmportant as a medium of communication.

This is

especially true in East Germany where radio and
teleVision are the only means by which the inhabitants
have any true idea of what is happening in the free
part of Germany.67
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But the position of radio as a culture medium
i8 not as significant.

The large part of broadcasting

consists of music and Unterhaltung (light

Only 15 to 30 per cent

entertainment).

o~

the program

hours are devoted to cultural themes or actual
oultural programs. 68

Moreover, the percentage of

leisure hours spent listening to the radio 1s small.
According to one representative poll, only 9 per oent
of leisure hours are devoted to radio and television
together, whereas 30 per cent are spent read1ng. 69
?rom these statistics one may conclude that the
HOrspiel is far from an integral part of an average
German's life.

Also, the faot that a large percentage

of leisure hours is devoted to reading proposes
another question: are HUrsp1ele read more than they
are heard?

There 1s indeed a great deal of

publication of

~rapiele

and single texts.

in the form of anthologies

These published

~rspiele

have been

broadcast at one time or another, but according to the
above information it would seem likely that a greater
part of the publio, both in Germany and abroad, is
reached via the book form rather than the radio.
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In £act, some a8rspiel texts are modified for
the reader's convenience.

For example, Zinngeschrei,

by Gunter Etch, in his anthology entitled Stimmen,
is divided into Chapters. 70

This i6 not only

unnecessary, but it also steers the reader away from
the thought that he must always keep in mind: the
H8rspiel is written to be heard, not read.
Although the average German may not be overly
concerned with the eXistence of the

~r8pielJ

significance as an art-form is not denied.

its

The

value o£ any form of art is not necessarily realized
and understood by the average person.

But to those

people who have a genuine appreelatlon of art, the
H~rsplel

haa much to offer.

For the

H~splel

is

an expression and a reflection of modern trends in
the fine arts.
For instanoe, Expressionism has been and is a
leading twentieth century trend, especially in the
theater.

The plays of this movement are characterized

by their detaohment from the Visual and the objective
and by the emphasis on inner reactions.

Symbolism

is all-important, and the plays are inclined to be
grotesque, often morbid.

Staging expressionistic

plays is a complicated task and a very important
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one for the effectiveness of the presentation of
the authorls Views.
Because of these characteristics of

~presBionism,

the Horspiel is a highly suitable form for their
execution.

The emphasis in H5rspiele is by necessity

removed from the Visual and placed upon the inner world
of man.

Also the difficulty in staging is eliminated,

and freedom is granted to the power of the word.
course, this is not to say that the

H~rBplel

Of

is a

better form for Expressionism than the stage play,
for a great deal is expressed Visually on stage.

But

where Visual presentation hampers the expression of
certain ideas, the

H~rsplel

finds its place.

The

inner monologue type of H3rspiel is a good case in
point.
Another trend in contemporary German literature
is called realistic abstraotlon. 71

The plays of

this movement are abstract to the extent that they
transoend the specific scene or situation portrayed
on the stage, assume

t1

mo del ll signifioance, and

are placeless; they are realistic because the
characters have a definite life of their own. 72
Ziolkowski has the following to say about this
conoept:
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[!he authors of this movemen]J see the world
as a nascent realm in which every concept,
every word must be defined anew, and in
which man's position must be discovered in
each new situation. This view of reality
calls for a free form in which man can be
portrayed in t1 mo del" situations that are
unencumbered by the.exigencies of tradit~onal
reality. The appropriate form for a Jiterary
generation concerned with eXistential problems
in a model world is the realistic abstraction.
It will probably survive until the present
generation 1s satisfied that a new reality
has been shaped from the chaos of the past. 73
The "free form" for Which this view of reality
calls can be found in the H«rspiel.
H~rBpiele

For one thing,

are ideal for "placeless" situations.

In

fact, this placelessness is the essence of the art
of the Horspiel.

The "stage" is in the mind of the

listener.
Also, the Harspiel, a form in which every word
is significant, aids the purpose of

renovatio~

of

the "nascent realm" of whioh Ziolkowski speaks.
Words which have lost their meaning through overuse
or misuse are given new life.
This re-shaping of reality is Hiesells purpose
in his Auf elnem MaulwurfahUgel.

By making the

disorder of reality look ridioulous. he attempts
to create order, or at least prepare for a new one.
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Because the Horspiel successfully incorporates
the concepts of contemporary thinking. its position
in the realm of art is reasonably secure.

The only

possible hindrance foreseeable in the future of the
HSrspiel is the problem of audience.
not

8S

This problem is

large as it would be if the German radio were

not government sponsored.

In this country. for

instance. where the sponsor always buys the largest
possible audience. radio plays of any intellectual
value are seldom broadcast.

There is little

"opportunlty ll for authors to show their talents.
The increasing importance of FM radio may change
this situation somewhat. but unless it does. the
artistic play has little chance of survival.

On

the other hand, one couldn't expect government
sponsored radio to be the answer in America.

Not

only would promoters of the idea have difficulty
in conVincing the people to support another
government owned organization. but also, if
government sponsored radio were obtained, there
would not necessarily be a Budden increase in tre
number of radio plays.

But the sociological

structure of Germany and of a few other European
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countries is different from that of the United
States.

There the

existence.

H~rspiel

finds a more comfortable

Therefore, as long as present conditions

remain basically unchanged, the problem of audience
for the German

H~r8pi61

In fact, sinoe the

should not be too difficult.

~rspiel

is becoming increasingly

significant as a valid art-form, the audience
should grow as well.
The R6rspiel eXists and thrives, because it
embodies the Zeitgeist of our modern world.
Heinz Schwltzke tells us why in the following
passage:
Aber es 1st heute eine Simpllflz1erung,
sloh elnzubilden, der Mensch lebe da, wo
sloh seln Fleischlicbes beflndet. Die
meisten Menschen leben gerade da nicht
mehr; Sie sind "unstet und flttcbtig ll
Wie nie zuvor und eXlstieren immer .
zugleich an vielen Orten. Eben deshalb
1st das Horspiel eine so moderne Kunstform
Be wird wahl in fruheren Zelten anders
gewesen sein; die Menschen werden ge~uer
gewusat baben, wo aie sich befinden. 74
And as long as man Wishes to be beard, this
art-form Will continue to exist.
is the voice of modern man.

For the Httrspiel
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ABSTRACT'

THE INVESTIGATION OF THE FORM AND

CONTENT OF THE GERMA_

H~RSPIEL

Adele

r-i.

Hodgkins

This thesis is the investig&t1on of the form and
content of the German H8rspiel. The H8rspiel 1s a tyoe
of art not recognized in

erica, because the commercial

radio system discounts the

~robabll1ty

of there being

sufficient audience to "'arrant the production of many
such plays.

However, in countries such as Germany,

where the radio is government 8oonsored, amole oppor
tunity for the

gro~nh

of the H8rsniel has existed.

The result of this growth is a valid art-form which
1s worthy of discussion.
AreVlew of the history of the H8rspiel 1s first
made.

1923 to 1933 ,ora,s the develo menta.l period of"

the H8rsplel.

Around 1929 it started to make progres8

in the literary field.

But this progress came to an

abrupt halt in 1933, for the Nazi regime allowed only

propaganda to be broadcast. However, after 1945, the
cuI tural hunger,

~,hich

the Germans felt so deeply, -pro

vided an excellent op?ortunity for the H8rspiel to
flourish again.
''las

based

U1)l)n

A great deal of the thematic material
the "far and its aftermath.

An analysis of the expressive means in a H8rsoiel

concerns the significance and uses of the followlmg
ingredients: the word, voices, mUSic, sound effects,

and the pause. The dramaturgy of the H8rsplel ie also
considered.

This includes the beginning, ending, pacing,

scenes, time, and unity.

In both analyses the basic

idea 1s that the H8rspiel 1s heard and not seen.

This

fact discloses many advantages as well as obvious dis
advantages.
From this noint the discussion nroceeds to an
investigation of various ty~eg of H8rs~iele.

These types

are not mutually exclusive, for characterization m y
be anproached in any number of

differe~nt

uays.

Here

the categorization 1s largely based on structure and
content.

The dramatic H8rsoiel 1s d1stinguished from

others because of its cloBe affiliation with the struc
ture and dramaturgical rules of dramas produced on
stage.

The H8rsniel drama 1s genere.lly shorter and

les8 comulex than the stage drama, and the thematic
material 1s presented differently; but,

o~he

whole,

the basics are the same.
The fact that H8rs,lele are not seen causes a ten
dency toward epic qualities.

Consequently, several

H8r:splele have evolved which are enacted within a
narrative framework.

There are both subjective and

objective anie HBrsplele, the difference depending
upon the standp01nt of the narrator.
One of the moat important types of
the inner monologue.

H~r8piele

This is a Dlay which presents

a reality indirectly, through the psyche of
All ~\-te wow-cis

~

w.ol.U3~+s

althou h they IDB,y be

1s

di

sDoke~

onl!... P~~r"!J

0
~

person.

by several peoDle. The

inner monologue form 1s particularly suited to the
radio medium and has therefore been a significant fac
tor in the establishment of the

H~rspiel

as an art-form

in its ovm right.
The HBrsuiel which uses the concept of Verfremdung
1s another type which has secured an important role
in modern literature.

Verfremdung is that process which

presents a common situation, incident, or object in a
new and different light. The uossibilitiea of this
concept are numerous.
Other types of H8rsplele discussed in the thesis
are the ReDortage, the H8repiel of objectified
Innerllchkeit, the feature, the religious H8rsplel,
and the satirical H8rsplel.
Several modern H8rspiele, as well as other
use the

r~rchen

art-forms~

element. This is the credible presentation

of something which is usually considered to be unreal
or impossible.

There are three runctions of the MHrchen

element: it breaks down the barriers of reality and en
ables one to transcend into an outside realm which can
be, may be, or is reality; it conditions the mind for
possible things to come; and it may present a convincing
possibility which serves a didactic purDose.
element 1s particularly suited to
ing, and the

H8r8p~el

prsaentetion.

th~German

The MHrchen
way of think

is and excellent form for ita

For the invisible stage grants the free

dom to convincingly present the imaginative situations
of the Mirohen.
The conclusion of the thesis 1e concerned with the
position of the H8rspiel 1n German cultural life.
Television 1s becoming

increas1ne~Y wide6~read

and there

fore has ·somewhat weakened the effect of the H8rapiel.
Also, radio listening is low on the scale of the relative
importance of hobbies in Germany.

Reading 1e high on

th1s Bcale, and it seems likely that ,the H8raplel reaches
more peoole via the book form rather than by radio.
However, this is not to deny the
are many people who do lIsten to

fa~t

that there

R!r8p~ele,

.nd the

significance of the H8rap1el as an art-form should not
be undarestimated.

For the HBrsplel 1s an expression

and a reflaction of modern trends in literature.
For examule, the characteristics of EX9ressionism can
be skillfully executed in the HBrsp1el form.

This 1s

also true of the trend known as realistic abstraction.
Because the H8rsp1el successfully incorporates
the conceuts of contemporary thinking, its position
in the realm of art 1s reasonably secure.

Moreover,

because of the "placelessness u of the HBfsp1el , it
embodies the Zeitgeist of our modern world. In shant,
the HBrspiel 1s the voice of modern man.

